LEGAL OVERVIEW

Do You Have A Will?
How long is it since you reviewed your Will? Indeed, do you have a Will?
There is also some basic information that you should be summarising to assist in the administration of
your affairs in the unfortunate event that administration is required. This would relate to trade secrets of
the business and agreements reached with key suppliers that might not be fully documented. Writing
down many of the business' issues will assist your successor in running the business.

Do I Need A Power Of Attorney?
Every business owner should consider what would happen to their affairs if they were unable to manage
their affairs personally. Before you find it difficult to deal with your own affairs, you should consider the
appointment of a person to handle those affairs. A Power of Attorney is a legal document, by which you
can authorise another person, or a number of people together, to act on your behalf.
•
General Power of Attorney - This is where you appoint someone, usually for a specific period of time,
to make financial or legal decisions for you.
•
Enduring Power of Attorney - This is where you appoint someone to make financial, legal and/or
medical decisions for you in the event of you losing, at some time in the future, the capacity to make
those decisions for yourself.

An Annual Legal Check Up Can Help
There are many areas that the law can affect the operation of your business. Many SME operators
receive assistance with the development of strategies for their business, from marketing consultants,
advertising consultants and their accountant. One area that many business people overlook is having an
annual consultation with their commercial solicitor, to ascertain whether their business is complying with
all of the laws, and to ensure they are aware of any recent court decisions or changes in the
interpretation of the law which may affect their business operations.
There are a large number of laws which can affect all business operators. By having an annual meeting
with your commercial solicitor, you have the opportunity to update your knowledge of the law, particularly
as it relates to your business. This will also enable your commercial solicitor to gain more knowledge of
your business operations, hopefully encourage your commercial solicitor to be mindful of contacting you
during the year if they notice any developments in the law that may have an effect on your business
operations.
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Consumer Law – Retailers
The National Consumer Law is now administered by the Australian Competition and Consumer
Commission. Some of the key issues relating to retailers are:
•
If products purchased by a customer, which had been gifted to another person, and the gift recipient
wishes to return the product to you, the recipient has the same rights as the person who purchased
the goods.
•
The retailer is entitled to request the person returning the goods to produce a receipt as proof of
purchase from your business.
•
If the goods are defective or do not work, the retailer will have to consider replacing, repairing or
refunding the amount that was paid for that product. However, the customer or recipient is not
entitled to a refund simply because they do not like the gift.
•
If a customer purchases the goods from you, and wants to change the goods, they cannot do that,
unless the goods are defective, or do not work, or do not do as advertised they would. If the
customer asks for a refund merely because they've changed their mind, or believes they can buy the
goods cheaper elsewhere, you are entitled to say no, as this is the consumer’s problem.
•
If you have sold something that is defective or is not doing what it’s supposed to do, or is not safe,
or the goods do not match the description of what was sold, the law requires the retailer to rectify
the situation by offering a refund or exchanging the goods.
•
Depending on whether the defect is a:
Major problem – the product is unsafe or does not do what it was meant to do or as advertised
it will do. In this case, the customer will be entitled to ask for a refund.
Minor problem – the defect can be remedied by repairing the product – there is no requirement
to agree to a refund.
Retailers have rights; you do not have to take goods back unless they are defective.

No R efunds

Under the Consumer Law, ‘No Refunds’ signs are illegal. It is against the law to tell consumers that they
don’t have any rights. ‘No Refunds’ signs at sales are also illegal. However, you need to make sure that,
if you're selling sale items that are not first grade, such as factory seconds, damaged goods, etc., you
have clearly advertised that they are not 100% perfect within your store where the sale is being
conducted. If you do this, the customer’s rights are somewhat limited. It will then be a good idea to
take some photographs to prove that the signs were prominently placed around the store in case a
disgruntled customer wants to make a claim against you. Fair wear and tear is also a common problem.
This requires a judgement call by the seller. What would a reasonable person decide? Because that’s the
way Australian Competition and Consumer Corporation (ACCC) or a State Department of Consumer Affairs
would interpret the situation.
There will be disputes to be resolved from time to time. If the customer raises an issue with you and you
are not prepared to make an instant decision and accede to the customer’s demand, request the
customer to advise you in writing of their concern. It is a good idea to then reply to the customer in
writing, advising them of your decision. You need to be aware that, if the customer is still unhappy, they
can then approach the State Department of Consumer Affairs/Fair Trading, Small Claims Tribunal or ACCC
for a ruling on the complaint.

Professional Advice
If you are interested in any of the work discussed in this article being undertaken, we invite you to visit
www.esssmallbusiness.com.au to utilise the “Find an Accountant/Adviser”. Simply enter in your postcode
and the Find an Accountant/Adviser directory will identify accountants located in or near your postcode,
who are able to supply a range of business advisory services, including the types of services mentioned in
this article.

